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Abstract27

We use the MHD with embedded particle-in-cell model (MHD-EPIC) to study the Geospace28

Environment Modeling (GEM) dayside kinetic processes challenge event at 01:50-03:0029

UT on 2015-11-18, when the magnetosphere was driven by a steady southward IMF. In30

the MHD-EPIC simulation, the dayside magnetopause is covered by a PIC code so that31

the dayside reconnection is properly handled. We compare the magnetic fields and the32

plasma profiles of the magnetopause crossing with the MMS3 spacecraft observations.33

Most variables match the observations well in the magnetosphere, in the magnetosheath,34

and also during the current sheet crossing. The MHD-EPIC simulation produces flux35

ropes, and we demonstrate that some magnetic field and plasma features observed by36

the MMS3 spacecraft can be reproduced by a flux rope crossing event. We use an algo-37

rithm to automatically identify the reconnection sites from the simulation results. It turns38

out that there are usually multiple X-lines at the magnetopause. By tracing the loca-39

tions of the X-lines, we find the typical moving speed of the X-line endpoints is about40

70 km/s, which is higher than but still comparable with the ground-based observations.41

1 Introduction42

The dayside magnetopause reconnection is the most important mechanism for the43

mass and energy transfer from the solar wind to Earth’s magnetosphere. Since the mag-44

netic field in the magnetosphere is usually stronger than the magnetosheath magnetic45

field, the dayside reconnection is asymmetric. The processes of the dayside asymmet-46

ric reconnection have been studied with both spacecraft data and numerical models.47

Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes have been widely used to investigate the kinetic pro-48

prieties of the asymmetric reconnection, such as the reconnection rate (Cassak & Shay,49

2007), the electric field and magnetic field structures (Malakit, Shay, Cassak, & Ruffolo,50

2013; Mozer, Pritchett, Bonnell, Sundkvist, & Chang, 2008), the signatures of the elec-51

tron diffusion regions (M. Shay et al., 2016), and the turbulence (Daughton, Nakamura,52

Karimabadi, Roytershteyn, & Loring, 2014; Le, Daughton, Chen, & Egedal, 2017; Price53

et al., 2016). On the other hand, the efficient MHD models are well-suited for investi-54

gating the global features of the magnetopause reconnection. For example, Borovsky, Hesse,55

Birn, and Kuznetsova (2008) studied the global reconnection rate with the global MHD56

model BATS-R-US (Powell, Roe, Linde, Gombosi, & De Zeeuw, 1999), and Komar, Fermo,57

and Cassak (2015) compared the global MHD simulations with several dayside magnetic58
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reconnection location models (Moore, Fok, & Chandler, 2002; Trattner, Mulcock, Petrinec,59

& Fuselier, 2007). In recent years, more and more kinetic models are applied to simu-60

late the kinetic processes at the magnetopause, such as the hybrid models (Karimabadi61

et al., 2014; Tan, Lin, Perez, & Wang, 2011), the hybrid-Vlasov model (Akhavan-Tafti62

et al., 2020; Hoilijoki et al., 2017), and the MHD with embedded particle-in-cell (MHD-63

EPIC) model (Y. Chen et al., 2017).64

As the products of the dayside magnetopause reconnection, the flux transfer events65

(FTEs) have attracted the attention of the numerical modeling community. Ideal-MHD66

(Fedder, Slinker, Lyon, & Russell, 2002; Raeder, 2006; Sibeck, Kuznetsova, Angelopou-67

los, Glaßmeier, & McFadden, 2008) and resistive MHD (Dorelli & Bhattacharjee, 2009)68

models have been used to generate FTEs in global simulations. Recently, more sophis-69

ticated models that contain kinetic physics have also been used to study the FTEs. Hoil-70

ijoki et al. (2017) performed a 2D global magnetospheric hybrid-Vlasov simulation to in-71

vestigate the dayside reconnection and FTEs. Y. Chen et al. (2017) studied the gener-72

ation and evolution of FTEs with 3D MHD-EPIC model.73

Another prominent topics of the 3D dayside reconnection is the spreading of the74

X-lines. Huba and Rudakov (2002) found the X-line in a Hall-MHD simulation propa-75

gates asymmetrically along the current channel like a wave. The growth of the X-line76

was further studied by a hybrid code (Karimabadi, Krauss-Varban, Huba, & Vu, 2004)77

and a two fluid code (M. A. Shay, Drake, Swisdak, Dorland, & Rogers, 2003). From 3D78

PIC simulations, Lapenta, Brackbill, and Ricci (2006) found the X-line grows in the di-79

rection of the current carrier, and the X-line spreading speed depends on the current sheet80

thickness. Shepherd and Cassak (2012) discussed the role of the guide field. They sug-81

gested the X-line spreading is due to the motion of the current carrier under weak guide82

field, and the bidirectional spreading is caused by the Alfven waves along the guide field.83

Nakamura, Nakamura, Alexandrova, Kubota, and Nagai (2012) performed 3D Hall-MHD84

simulations and found that the Xline spreads at the current carrier flow speeds. Recently,85

the X-line spreading at the magnetopause is observed by the SuperDARN radar (Zou86

et al., 2018). The SuperDARN observations suggested the X-line spreading speed is about87

40 km/s for the reconnection under weak guide field.88

Numerical simulations are crucial for understanding the dynamics at the magne-89

topause. To assess the performance of the numerical models on the dayside kinetic pro-90
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cesses, the Geospace Environment Modeling (GEM) dayside kinetic processes focus group91

combined efforts from both modelers and observers to study the same event. The focus92

group selected the southward IMF event on 2015-11-18 01:50-03:00 UT as the challenge93

event. This challenge is a collaborative effort by both numerical modelers and observers94

to compare the numerical simulation results with the spacecraft and ground-based ob-95

servations. Kitamura et al. (2016) has analyzed the MMS and Geotail data for this event,96

and estimated the X-line location to be around ZGSM = 2 RE . Recently, Nishimura97

et al. (2020) studied the X-line spreading of this event. We use the MHD-EPIC model98

(Daldorff et al., 2014) to simulate the challenge event in the present paper. Compared99

to the study by Y. Chen et al. (2017), the present paper uses a realistic dipole field and100

solar wind conditions so that the simulation results are comparable to the observations,101

and a new robust and accurate particle-in-cell algorithm (Y. Chen & Tóth, 2019) is used102

to improve the simulation quality. The comparison between the simulations and a real103

event is valuable to assess the performance of a numerical model, and it also serves as104

a benchmark for future numerical simulations. In this paper, we focus on the model-data105

comparisons. We compare the magnetopause crossing magnetic field and plasma data106

with the MMS3 data, and show the movement and spreading of the X-lines in the sim-107

ulation are comparable to the ground-based observations.108

In the following section, the numerical details of the MHD-EPIC model are described,109

and section 3 presents the simulation results and compares the simulation with obser-110

vations.111

2 Numerical models112

The MHD-EPIC model (Daldorff et al., 2014), which two-way couples the Hall-MHD113

model BATS-R-US (Powell et al., 1999; Tóth, Ma, & Gombosi, 2008) and the semi-implicit114

particle-in-cell code iPIC3D (Y. Chen & Tóth, 2019; Markidis, Lapenta, & Rizwan-Uddin,115

2010) through the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) (Tóth et al., 2005, 2012),116

is applied to study the challenge event on 2015-11-18. The dayside magnetopause is cov-117

ered by the particle-in-cell (PIC) code so that the kinetic effects of the dayside magnetic118

reconnection are incorporated into the model, and the fluid model BATS-R-US handles119

the rest of the simulation domain. The MHD-EPIC simulation in the present paper uses120

the same fluid model, i.e., the Hall-MHD model with a separate electron pressure equa-121

tion, and the same boundary condition types as the simulation performed by Y. Chen122
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et al. (2017). But the dipole field, the inner boundary density, and the solar wind con-123

ditions are different from those of Y. Chen et al. (2017). The dipole field is approximately124

27◦ tilted from the ZGSM -axis towards the negative XGSM -direction. The present pa-125

per uses a fixed inner boundary density of 8 amu/cc at r = 2.5 RE to match the mag-126

netospheric plasma profiles that were observed by the MMS satellites (Figure 5). A steady127

solar wind with B = (0, 0,−6) nT, mass density ρ = 9.5 amu/cm3, ion temperature128

Ti = 9 eV, electron temperature Te = 9 eV, and solar wind velocity u = (−365, 0, 0)129

km/s, is used to drive the magnetosphere. These solar wind values are obtained by av-130

eraging and simplifying the ACE and Wind satellites data. In this simulation, BATS-131

R-US uses a locally refined Cartesian grid with a cell size of 1/16 RE around the day-132

side magnetopause.133

The PIC code uses the latest Gausss Law satisfying Energy Conserving Semi-Implicit134

Method (GL-ECSIM) (Y. Chen & Tóth, 2019), and it covers the dayside magnetopause135

(Figure 1). The PIC region is rotated 15◦ from the ZGSM -axis to the XGSM -axis to be136

aligned with the dayside magnetopause. The size of the PIC box is Lx = 7 RE , Ly =137

16 RE and Lz = 12 RE . It extents from −8 RE to 8 RE in the GSM-Y direction. In138

the GSM X-Z plane, its bottom-left corner is at x = 5.5 RE and z = −3 RE , and the139

rotation is performed around this corner. After the rotation, the Y-axis of the PIC co-140

ordinates is still parallel with YGSM , but the X-axis and the Z-axis of the PIC domain141

are not aligned with the GSM coordinates anymore. The transformation between the142

PIC coordinates and the GSM coordinates in the units of RE are:143

XGSM = XPIC · cos(15◦)− ZPIC · sin(15◦) + 5.5 (1)

YGSM = YPIC − 8 (2)

ZGSM = XPIC · sin(15◦) + ZPIC · cos(15◦)− 3. (3)

A uniform Cartesian mesh with a cell size of 1/25 RE is used for the PIC simula-144

tion. 100 macro-particles per species per cell are applied as the initial conditions and the145

boundary conditions. The physical ion inertial length di is just about 40 km in the mag-146

netosheath, and it is extremely expensive to resolve such a small scale in a global sim-147

ulation. So, similar to the simulation by Y. Chen et al. (2017), we artificially increase148

the plasma kinetic scales by a factor of 16 by reducing the charge per mass ratio (Tóth149
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et al., 2017). The electron kinetic scales are further increased by using a reduced ion-150

electron mass ratio of mi/me = 100. In the magnetosheath, the mesh resolves one in-151

ertial length (∼ 0.1 RE after scaling) with about three cells, which is coarser than typ-152

ical PIC simulations due to the limitation of the computational resources. The grid res-153

olution is not high enough to well resolve the electron scales, e.g. electron skin depth (∼154

0.01 RE after scaling), and some kinetic processes related to magnetic reconnection, such155

as the particle-wave interaction and streaming instability, may not be described accu-156

rately. In the magnetosphere, the ion and electron inertial lengths are about 5 times larger157

than the lengths in the magnetosheath due to smaller plasma densities, and the kinetic158

scales are better resolved. In the following section, we show that the MHD-EPIC sim-159

ulation still agrees with MMS observations well in general although the electron scales160

are not fully resolved. We focus on the MHD-EPIC simulation results in this paper, but161

we also present the ideal-MHD and Hall-MHD simulations for comparison. We run the162

model BATS-R-US with the ideal-MHD equations first with the local time-stepping scheme163

to reach a steady-state, and then continue with a 1-hour simulation in time-accurate mode164

to make the magnetopause structures sharper. This ideal-MHD simulation results at t =165

1 h is used as the initial conditions of the 3-hour-long (from t = 1 h to t = 4 h) MHD-166

EPIC and Hall-MHD simulations. Ideal-MHD itself also runs to t = 4 h for compari-167

son. We use the simulation results from t = 1 h to t = 4 h for the analyses in the next168

section. In the pure Hall-MHD simulation, the ion inertial length is also artificially in-169

creased by a factor of 16 by reducing the charge per mass ratio to be consistent with the170

MHD-EPIC simulation and to better resolve the ion inertial length.171

3 Simulation results and comparison with observations172

3.1 Magnetopause crossing173

Kitamura et al. (2016) calculated the LMN coordinates for the MMS3 magnetopause174

crossing. The L axis is [0.1974, 0.2013, 0.9594], the M axis is [0.1170, 0.9669, 0.2269],175

and the N axis is [0.9733, 0.1570, 0.1673] in the GSM coordinates. This LMN coordi-176

nate system is used in the present paper to compare simulation results with observations.177

To compare the simulation results with the MMS3 observations, we extract the sim-178

ulation data from a virtual satellite, which has the same orbit and speed (∼1.57 km/s)179

as MMS3. In the MHD-EPIC and Hall-MHD simulations, the ion-scale features (such180
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as the current sheet thickness, the ion-scale flux ropes, and the reconnection ion diffu-181

sion region) are 16 times larger than in reality, and hence the virtual satellites in the sim-182

ulations take 16 times longer time to fly across such features. To be consistent with the183

MHD-EPIC and Hall-MHD simulations, we also present the ideal-MHD simulation re-184

sults in the same scales as the MHD-EPIC and Hall-MHD simulations. However, we note185

that there is not any physical reason behind the scaling of ideal-MHD simulation results.186

The ideal-MHD equations do not have any intrinsic scales, and the ion-scale structures187

in the ideal-MHD simulation only depend on the simulation grid resolution.188

3.1.1 Magnetopause location189

Figure 2 presents the Bz,GSM magnetic field in the ZGSM = −0.375 RE plane (left)190

and the ZGSM = 1.375 RE plane (right) at the end of the MHD-EPIC simulation. The191

red lines, where Bz,GSM = 0, indicate the location of the simulation magnetopause. The192

black curves and the black ’+’ signs represent the satellite orbits and the observed mag-193

netopause locations. The ’bumps’ of the magnetopause (red lines) are produced by the194

reconnection effects. During the simulation, the magnetopause shape and location vary,195

but the distances between the satellites observed magnetopause locations (black ’+’) and196

the nearest simulation magnetopause are always within 0.5 RE , which can be verified197

by the the magnetopause crossing data in Figure 3. Figure 3 plots the magnetic fields198

collected by the MMS3 satellite and the virtual satellites in the simulations. We note199

that the spatial and temporal scales of the simulation plots are 16 times larger than the200

MMS3 observations due to the scaling. In the MMS3 data, the magnetopause identified201

by Bl = 0 is around XGSM = 9.735 RE , and it is around XGSM = 9.4 RE for the202

MHD-EPIC simulation.203

3.1.2 Magnetic fields204

Figure 3 shows the magnetopause crossing magnetic fields from the MMS3 space-205

craft, the Auburn Hybrid model (Guo et al., 2020), and the SWMF ideal-MHD, Hall-206

MHD and MHD-EPIC simulations. The Auburn hybrid model is another model that sim-207

ulated the GEM dayside kinetic processes challenge event. We plot the hybrid simula-208

tion results here for completeness, and more details about the hybrid simulation can be209

found in Guo et al. (2020). We focus on the comparison between the MMS3 data and210

the SWMF simulations in the present paper.211
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All the three SWMF simulations are essentially the same when the virtual satel-212

lites are far from the magnetopause. The magnitude of the magnetic field Bt and the213

Bl component from the SWMF simulations agree with MMS3 observations very well both214

in the magnetosphere (left end of Figure 3) and in the magnetosheath (right end of Fig-215

ure 3). The Bm component from the simulations also matches MMS3 data very well in216

the magnetosphere, but not in the magnetosheath. MMS3 observed a significant pos-217

itive component of Bm in the magnetosheath. However, the simulation Bm is very close218

to zero in the magnetosheath, because the Bm component is dominated by the By,GSM219

component, and By,GSM is zero in the simulation solar wind conditions. The difference220

in the Bm component between the simulations and the MMS3 data may come from the221

simplified upstream IMF conditions. The Bn component is essentially zero in both MMS3222

observations and the simulations besides the small-scale oscillations.223

Across the current sheet (from XGSM = 9.72 RE to XGSM = 9.74 RE for MMS3),224

both the MMS3 and the MHD-EPIC Bl components decrease at a similar rate from the225

magnetosphere to the magnetosheath. This suggests that the MHD-EPIC simulation cap-226

tures the current sheet thickness correctly. The Hall-MHD simulation shows a compa-227

rable decreasing rate, but it contains more large-amplitude oscillations than both the MMS3228

data and the MHD-EPIC simulation. It is not clear why the Hall MHD simulation pro-229

duces more oscillations. It can be an intrinsic feature of either the Hall MHD equations230

or the numerical solver. Since the current sheet structure of the ideal-MHD simulation231

strongly depends on the grid resolution, we will ignore the ideal-MHD simulation for the232

current sheet related comparisons.233

Around XGSM = 9.72 RE , MMS3 observed a dip in Bl, Bm, and Bt, and the MHD-234

EPIC simulation also shows similar structures. A detailed comparison will be presented235

in section 3.1.5. Since the current sheet is quite dynamic, the simulations can not repro-236

duce all features. For example, around XGSM = 9.75 RE , MMS3 observed that the Bl237

component field increases to zero, and the Bm and Bn components show significant vari-238

ations, but none of the simulations capture these structures.239

Figure 4 shows the power spectral densities (PSDs) of the perpendicular and par-240

allel magnetic field fluctuations in the magnetosheath, the current sheet, and the mag-241

netosphere. The details of calculating the PSDs from the MMS3 data can be found in242

Guo et al. (2020). In the simulations, we use the magnetic field data collected at XGSM =243
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9.83 RE , XGSM = 9.34 RE and XGSM = 8.01 RE along the MMS3 orbit to repre-244

sent the magnetosheath, current sheet, and magnetosphere, respectively. Bl is the par-245

allel component, Bm and Bn are the two perpendicular components. Since the ion tem-246

poral scales in the MHD-EPIC and pure Hall-MHD simulations are 16 times slower than247

the reality due to the scaling, the frequencies of the simulation PSDs in Figure 4 are scaled248

by a factor of 16 to match the MMS3 data.249

The MHD-EPIC PSDs agree with observations well in the magnetosheath and the250

current sheet in general, although the MHD-EPIC PSDs in the magnetosheath is about251

a factor of 2 larger than the observations, and the difference may be caused by the nu-252

merical diffusion. Both the magnetosheath and the current sheet PSDs show the typ-253

ical structures of turbulent fluctuations. One distinct feature of the magnetosheath tur-254

bulence is the −2.8 PSD slope at sub-ion scales (from about 0.1 Hz to about 10 Hz), which255

has been observed both in the solar wind (Alexandrova et al., 2009; C. H. K. Chen, Boldyrev,256

Xia, & Perez, 2013) and the magnetosheath (Alexandrova, Lacombe, & Mangeney, 2008;257

Breuillard et al., 2018) in previous studies, and it is suggested to be produced by the ki-258

netic Alfven waves (KAWs) by both theory and numerical simulations (Boldyrev, Ho-259

raites, Xia, & Perez, 2013; Boldyrev & Perez, 2012; Howes et al., 2011). The MHD-EPIC260

simulation (red lines) produces the −2.8 slope between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz, and the slope261

becomes flatter for frequencies higher than 1 Hz, which can be caused by the particle noise262

in the PIC code. The capturing of the -2.8 slope suggests the MHD-EPIC model resolves263

the ion-scale kinetics reasonably well. The PSDs of the ideal-MHD (orange lines) and264

Hall-MHD (green lines) simulations are also plotted for comparison, and neither of them265

shows the -2.8 slope. The evolution of the small-scale secondary magnetic islands is an-266

other mechanism that produces a power-law spectrum (Lu et al., 2019). Since our sim-267

ulation does not capture small-scale reconnections in the magnetosheath (Phan et al.,268

2018), and the secondary islands along the magnetopause are not produced frequently,269

the PSDs in Figure 4 are not likely related to the secondary magnetic islands. Recently,270

Adhikari et al. (2020) also show power-law energy cascade in a 2D laminar single X-line271

simulation, and it is consistent with the KWA turbulence (C. H. K. Chen, Leung, Boldyrev,272

Maruca, & Bale, 2014).273

Due to the low plasma beta in the magnetosphere, the magnetospheric magnetic274

field is not likely to be turbulent. The observed magnetospheric PSDs show interesting275

structures: the PSD drops fast with a slope of ∼ −4.5 between 0.02 Hz and 0.2 Hz, and276
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the slope increases to ∼ −2/3 for frequencies higher than 0.2 Hz. The physics mecha-277

nisms behind these slopes are unknown. Unfortunately, the MHD-EPIC simulation does278

not capture these structures. All the simulations present much higher PSDs than the MMS279

observations. We note that the magnetosheath and current sheet PSDs are a few orders280

higher than that in the magnetosphere for the same frequency. One possible explana-281

tion is that the perturbations at the magnetopause may penetrate into the magnetosphere282

in the simulations because of the numerical diffusion and produce higher PSDs than ob-283

served. Analyzing the PSDs at different locations inside the magnetosphere, we do find284

that the farther away from the magnetopause, the smaller the PSDs are.285

3.1.3 Ion profiles286

Figure 5 shows the ion density, temperatures, and velocities during the magnetopause287

crossing. With an inner boundary density of 8 amu/cc, the ion densities of the SWMF288

simulations on the magnetospheric side match the MMS3 observation well. The simu-289

lation densities in the magnetosheath also agree with MMS3 data due to the proper sim-290

ulation solar wind plasma density. The density variations around XGSM = 9.72 RE are291

probably caused by flux rope-like structures. Section 3.1.5 shows such structures in de-292

tail.293

The temperatures from all three SWMF simulations match MMS3 data in the mag-294

netosheath. The MHD-EPIC parallel temperature also matches the observation very well295

in the magnetosphere, but the MHD-EPIC perpendicular temperature is just about 1400 eV296

while the observed value is about 2000 eV. The Hall-MHD and ideal-MHD magnetospheric297

temperatures are about twice higher than the MMS3 data. We note that the temper-298

ature is a scalar in the Hall-MHD and ideal-MHD simulations, and the parallel and per-299

pendicular temperatures are the same.300

MMS3 observed high-speed southward flow between XGSM = 9.72 RE and XGSM =301

9.74 RE . The flow reached a velocity of vi,l ≈ −300 km/s. This fast ion flow is likely302

to be the product of magnetic reconnection. The simulations also show such ion jets, but303

the simulation jets only reach a velocity of vi,l ≈ −200 km/s. The outflow velocity cal-304

culated from the Cassak-Shay equation (Cassak & Shay, 2007) is 190 km/s by choosing305

the magnetosheath and magnetosphere densities and magnetic fields ni,sp = 1 amu/cc,306

ni,sh = 35 amu/cc, Bt,sp = 60 nT, and Bt,sh = 30 nT, where the subscript ’sh’ indi-307
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cates the magnetosheath, and ’sp’ represents the magnetosphere. The simulated outflow308

velocity is very close to the velocity from the Cassak-Shay equation. The MMS3 also ob-309

served jets between XGSM = 9.74 RE and XGSM = 9.76 RE , but the simulations do310

not produce similar structures. The most significant difference between the observations311

and the simulations is the vi,m component in the magnetosphere. The MMS3 observed312

a velocity of vi,m ≈ 250 km/s, but none of the simulations produce such high veloc-313

ity. Since the virtual satellites are around YGSM ≈ −1 RE , which is close to the merid-314

ian plane, during the magnetopause crossing, it is reasonable that the simulations do not315

produce large vi,m component. The difference between the simulations and the MMS3316

data is unknown so far.317

3.1.4 Electron profiles318

Since the MHD-EPIC model can provide electron information, Figure 6 plots the319

electron data. The electron density is essentially the same as the ion density for both320

the MHD-EPIC simulation and the MMS3 observation due to charge neutrality at scales321

much larger than the Debye length. The MHD-EPIC electron temperatures agree with322

MMS3 data in the magnetosheath. But the simulated electron temperatures are lower323

than the observations in the magnetosphere, especially for the perpendicular tempera-324

ture. In the electron velocity profiles observed by the MMS3 spacecraft, there are a lot325

of small-scale high-amplitude oscillations. Such oscillations are missing in the MHD-EPIC326

simulation probably due to the limitations of the grid resolution and time step. Between327

XGSM = 9.72 RE and XGSM = 9.74 RE , the MMS3 spacecraft observed an electron328

jet velocity of ve,l ≈ −500 km/s. The MHD-EPIC simulation also produces electron329

jets with a similar velocity.330

3.1.5 Flux ropes during the magnetopause crossing331

The magnetic fields and density variations observed by the MMS3 spacecraft be-332

tween XGSM = 9.715 RE and XGSM = 9.72 RE can match the signatures of a flux333

rope. Figure 7(a) shows the magnetic fields and plasma profiles from both the MMS3334

data and the MHD-EPIC simulation. Compared to Figure 3 and Figure 5, the MHD-335

EPIC data in Figure 7(a) is shifted a little bit in order to directly compare with MMS3336

data. Figure 7(b) illustrates how the corresponding flux rope moves across the virtual337

satellite in the MHD-EPIC simulation. Figure 7(c) shows the three-dimensional struc-338
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ture of the flux rope. When the virtual satellite is still in the magnetosphere, the bulge339

of a flux rope propagates through the virtual satellite. Since the virtual satellite is al-340

ways on the magnetospheric edge of the flux rope, Bl is always positive during the flux341

rope crossing, but the value of Bl decreases when the virtual satellite moves closer to the342

flux rope center. The Bn component changes sign even though the negative part of the343

Bn field is not significant. The virtual satellite observes a core field of Bm ≈ −15 nT344

near the center of the flux rope. The Bm component is not significant compared to the345

field strength Bt because the flux rope is still small (a few di) and the core field may have346

not fully developed (Y. Chen et al., 2017), and the satellite did not fly through the cen-347

ter of the flux rope. The virtual satellite observes significant enhancements of plasma348

density and plasma thermal pressure inside the flux rope, since it moves from the mag-349

netosphere into the magnetosheath. It is a southward propagating (see vi,z in Figure 7(c))350

flux rope that produces all of the features in the simulation. Figure 7(b) and (c) show351

the corresponding flux rope. The MMS3 data presents similar structures, so it is likely352

the MMS3 spacecraft also observed a flux rope.353

The flux rope described above is small, and Figure 7(c) shows it is also short in the354

Y-direction. Above this small flux rope, there is a larger flux rope at the same time in355

the MHD-EPIC simulation as well. More details about the evolution of the flux ropes356

can be found in Y. Chen et al. (2017).357

The MHD-EPIC simulation produces more flux rope-like structures in Figure 3 than358

the observations. The difference may be related to the scaling of kinetic scales. The sep-359

aration of the kinetic scales and the global scales may be insufficient in the simulation360

after the scaling (Tóth et al., 2017), and the simulation produces more flux rope-like struc-361

tures.362

3.2 Movement and spreading of the X-lines363

To compare the movement and spreading of the X-lines with observations, we de-364

sign an automatic algorithm to identify X-lines based on the MHD-EPIC simulation elec-365

tron jets velocities. First, we extract the 2D magnetopause surface from the PIC out-366

puts by selecting the surface of Bz,PIC = 0. Secondly, on the magnetopause surface,367

we loop through each column of the cells from the −ZPIC direction to the +ZPIC di-368

rection, and find out the location Z
′

PIC , where the electron velocity ve,z changes from369
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southward (negative) to northward (positive). Finally, the velocity difference ∆ve,z be-370

tween the maximum and minimum electron velocity ve,z within ZPIC ∈ [Z
′

PIC−∆z, Z
′

PIC+371

∆z] is calculated. If ∆ve,z is larger than the threshold value ∆vthreshold, the location Z
′

PIC372

is identified as a reconnection site. In this section, we choose ∆z = 0.4 RE , which is373

about 4 times of the magnetosheath ion inertial length, and ∆vthreshold = 200 km/s,374

which is close to the magnetosheath Alfven speed. This simple algorithm is not very sen-375

sitive to the choices of ∆z and ∆vthreshold. For example, changing the parameters to ∆z =376

0.6 RE and ∆vthreshold = 300 km/s will not alter the results too much. Since the PIC377

simulation coordinates are not parallel with the GSM coordinates, we present the PIC378

simulation results in its simulation coordinate system in this section.379

An example of the X-lines identified by the algorithm is presented in Figure 8. There380

is a long X-line at this moment. This X-line is around ZGSM ≈ 3 RE in the GSM co-381

ordinates due to the tilting of the dipole field, which is consistent with the MMS3 and382

Geotail observations by Kitamura et al. (2016). However, it is unusual to form such a383

long single X-line in the MHD-EPIC simulation. It is more typical to have multiple X-384

lines at the same time in the PIC simulation domain, just as what is shown in Figure 9.385

In the MHD-EPIC simulation, the evolution of the X-lines, which are identified by386

the algorithm described above, is very dynamic and complicated. We will systematically387

analyze the evolution of the X-lines in detail in a forthcoming paper. The following part388

of this section presents some examples that may be related to the X-line spreading ob-389

served by Zou et al. (2018).390

By tracing the locations of the X-line edges, we can study the movement and spread-391

ing of the X-lines. Points A, B, C and D in Figure 9 indicate the ends of two X-lines.392

Table 3.2 shows the locations and moving speeds of the end points at t1=03:12:40, t2=03:14:00,393

and t3=03:16:00. The subscripts of points A, B, C and D indicate the time. The speeds394

are estimated based on the motion between two snapshots. Points A and B are the left395

and right edges of an X-line, respectively. Point A moves dawnward with a speed of ∼396

80 km/s, and Point B also moves dawnward but with a slightly slower speed of ∼ 64 km/s.397

Since the speed difference between points A and B is very small, the X-line between A398

and B moves dawnward and its length does not grow too much. At t3, the X-line between399

A and B has already split into two X-lines. The X-line between points C and D is an-400

other example to show the growth of the X-line. From t1 to t2, point C moves dawnward401
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at a speed of ∼ 60 km/s, and point D does not move too much. So, this X-line spreads402

dawnward between these two snapshots. From t2 to t3, point D also moves duskward fast403

with a speed of ∼ 70 km/s, and this X-line spreads at both ends. The length of the X-404

line between points C and D grows from 2.5 RE at t1 to 6 RE at t3. These examples sug-405

gest that the typical propagation speed of an X-line endpoint is about 70 km/s. If both406

endpoints of an X-line move towards the same direction at the same speed, it behaves407

like the whole X-line moves in one direction. If one X-line endpoint is steady or the two408

endpoints move in the opposite directions, the X-lines spreads in one direction or both409

directions.410

Zou et al. (2018) found that the total spreading speed of the X-lines under a weak411

guide field is about 40 km/s. Even though the spreading speeds obtained from the MHD-412

EPIC simulation are about 2 to 4 times faster than the observations, they are still com-413

parable. The evolution of the X-lines can be very complicated, and we will present a sys-414

tematic investigation in the forthcoming paper.415

We also show the typical X-line structures for the BATS-R-US ideal-MHD and Hall-416

MHD simulations in Figure 10. Since neither ideal-MHD nor Hall-MHD contains equa-417

tions for electron velocities, the ion velocity vz instead of the electron velocity is shown418

in Figure 10. The X-line identification algorithm described above is applied to the ion419

velocity with parameters ∆z = 1 RE and ∆vthreshold = 100 km/s. The X-lines in the420

ideal-MHD simulation are quite steady and smooth. However, the X-lines in the Hall-421

MHD simulation are patchy and the local structures change fast. Figure 9 shows that422

the X-lines in the MHD-EPIC simulation may move northward or southward and leave423

the PIC simulation domain. But the X-lines are always around ZGSM = 2 RE in both424

ideal-MHD and Hall-MHD simulations. We note that the X-lines in the ideal-MHD sim-425

ulation formed by numerical dissipation that depends on numerical algorithm and the426

grid resolution.427

4 Summary428

The MHD-EPIC model is used to study the southward IMF event on 2015-11-18429

01:50-03:00 UT. The simulation results are compared with the satellite data and the ground-430

based SuperDARN observations. The key results are:431
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Table 1. The locations and speeds of the X-line endpoints that are marked in Figure 9.

t1=03:12:40, t2=03:14:00, and t3=03:16:00. Speeds v1,2 and v2,3 are calculated from the mo-

tion of the points from t1 to t2 and t2 to t3, respectively.

Point YPIC at t1 YPIC at t2 YPIC at t3 v1,2 [km/s] v2,3 [km/s]

A 2.8 1.8 0 80 96

B 5.8 5 3.8 64 64

C 7.5 6.8 5.5 56 70

D 10 10.2 11.5 10 70

• The magnetopause location obtained from the MHD-EPIC simulation is very close432

to the magnetopause location identified by either MMS3 or Geotail. Along the MMS3433

orbit, the magnetopause observed by MMS3 is around XGSM = 9.735 RE , and434

it is around XGSM = 9.4 RE in the MHD-EPIC simulation.435

• The simulation magnetic fields match the MMS3 data very well except for the mag-436

netosheath Bm component. The discrepancy may be caused by the difference be-437

tween the simulation IMF and the actual IMF.438

• The simulation ion density, perpendicular temperature, and parallel temperature439

match the MMS3 data well. Both the simulation and the MMS3 spacecraft ob-440

served southward high-speed ion flow.441

• The MHD-EPIC simulation provides electron information. The simulation elec-442

tron number density agrees with MMS3 data well, but the simulation tempera-443

tures in the magnetosphere are lower than the MMS3 data. Both the MMS3 data444

and the simulation present electron jets with a velocity of ve,l ≈ −500 km/s.445

• The MHD-EPIC simulation produces FTEs. The magnetic field and plasma vari-446

ations between XGSM = 9.716 RE and XGSM = 9.72 RE in the MMS3 data447

match the signatures of an FTE crossing event.448

• There are usually multiple X-lines in the simulation domain instead of one long449

X-line.450
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• The movement and spreading of X-lines are identified from the MHD-EPIC sim-451

ulation. The endpoints of an X-line usually move at a speed of ∼ 70 km/s, which452

is about 2 to 4 times faster than the SuperDARN observed X-line spreading speed.453

Overall the MHD-EPIC simulation results show good agreement with observations, and454

in general this model agrees better than the simpler Hall MHD and ideal MHD models.455

The results suggest that MHD-EPIC can reproduce both the global and the small scale456

structures successfully.457
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Figure 1. The plasma density and the magnetic field lines in the YGSM = 0 plane. The blue

rectangular box represents the region that is simulated by the PIC code.

Figure 2. The Bz magnetic field in the ZGSM = −0.375 RE plane (left) and the

ZGSM = 1.375 RE plane (right) at the end of the MHD-EPIC simulation. The magnetopause

is identified by Bz,GSM = 0, which is the red line in each of the plots. The MMS3 and Geotail

satellites were around [9.73, -0.98, -0.33] and [7.7, -6.4, 1.4] in GSM coordinates, respectively,

when they acrossed the magnetopause. The black line and the black ’+’ sign in the left (right)

figure represent the MMS3 (Geotail) orbit and the observed magnetopause location that are

projected onto the ZGSM = −0.375 RE (ZGSM = 1.375 RE) plane.

Figure 3. The magnetopause crossing magnetic fields from the MMS3 spacecraft, the Auburn

hybrid model, and the SWMF ideal-MHD, Hall-MHD and MHD-EPIC simulations. The MMS3

data from t=2:10:00 to t=2:16:00 is plotted. The bottom X-axis indicates the XGSM -coordinate

and the time for the MMS3 observations and the Hybrid model. The upper red X-axis shows the

XGSM -coordinate for the ideal-MHD, Hall-MHD, and MHD-EPIC simulations. The spatial and

temporal scales of the SWMF simulations are 16 times larger than the MMS3 observations due

to the scaling. Bt is the total field magnitude, while Bl, Bm and Bn are the 3 components in the

LMN coordinate system.

Figure 4. The power spectral densities (PSDs) of the parallel and perpendicular magnetic

field components in the magnetosheath (left column), the current-sheet (middle column), and

the magnetosphere (right column). The frequencies (X-axes) of the simulation PSDs are scaled

by the scaling factor 16. The vertical dash-dotted lines represent the typical magnetosheath ion

gyrofrequency of 0.5 Hz.

Figure 5. The ion profiles from the MMS3 spacecraft, the Auburn Hybrid model, and the

SWMF ideal-MHD, Hall-MHD and MHD-EPIC simulations. The X-axes are the same as those of

Figure 3.

Figure 6. The electron profiles from the MMS3 spacecraft and the MHD-EPIC simulation.

The X-axes are the same as those of Figure 3.
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Figure 7. (a) The comparisons of the magnetic field, the ion density ni, the plasma pres-

sure (pth) and the magnetic field pressure (pB) of an FTE from the MMS observations (black

lines) and the MHD-EPIC simulation (red lines). The lower (upper) X-axis represents the coor-

dinate for the MMS (MHD-EPIC) data. (b) The plasma density and magnetic field lines in the

YGSM = −1.437 RE plane. The red star indicates the location of the virtual satellite when the

virtual satellite is at XGSM = 9.1 RE . The red dashed line illustrates how the flux rope moves

across the virtual satellite. We note that the red dashed line is not the virtual satellite orbit. (c)

The three-dimensional flux rope structures viewed from the Sun. The magnetic field lines are

colored by the magnetic field strength. The blue-red color indicates the ZGSM -component of the

ion velocity (vi,z) on the magnetopause surface, which is identified by Bz = 0. The black line

indicates the location of YGSM = −1.437 RE . The bottom flux rope is the one shown in (a) and

(b).

Figure 8. The electron velocity ve,z on the magnetopause in the PIC simulation coordinates

at t=03:00:00. The black lines represent the simulation X-lines. The black squares represent the

locations of the satellites when they observed the magnetopause, and the black crosses indicate

the X-line locations that are estimated from the satellite data (Kitamura et al., 2016).

Figure 9. The evolution of the X-lines on the magnetopause. The vertical red dashed lines

indicate the location of noon.

Figure 10. The plasma velocity vz on the magnetopause surface, where Bz = 0, in the ideal-

MHD (left) and Hall-MHD (right) simulations at the end of the simulation (t=04:00:00). The

black lines represent the X-lines identified by the algorithm.
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